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Dr. George Ghidrai What is a rubber dam? The rubber dam (also known as the dental dam) is a thin rectangular sheet, usually latex rubber, used in dentistry to isolate the operational area (one or more teeth) from the rest of the mouth. Rubber dam has two important goals: it prevents saliva interfering in
dental work (e.g., contamination of oral microorganisms during root canal therapy, or keeping filling materials such as composite dry during placement and treatment). Prevents inhalation, swallowing or damage to the mouth of appliances and materials. Dental dams come in different colors. If you are
allergic to latex, there are no-latex versions available. Rubber dam is mainly used in endodontica (during root canal therapy), fixed prostheses (e.g. cementing a crown or bridge) and general recovery treatments (when the filling is placed). The dentist uses a punch hole to make a hole in the leaf for the
tooth (or teeth) to be seen. The sheet is placed on a metal frame to make it easier to place. A tiny clip is placed around the tooth itself to prevent the rubber dam from slipping and then a sheet with a hole in it has slipped around the clamp. When the operation is over, the dental crown should be released
from the rubber dam through an individual hole made by the puncher hole. It stops bacteria in saliva from splashing on the tooth. This is very important for the successful treatment of root canals, because bacteria in saliva can contaminate the root canals, thereby increasing the risk of endodontic failure. It
keeps the operational field clean and dry. For dental procedures involving the connection with glue or cements, the tooth should be perfectly dry while placing or resin (or dental cement) is likely to be unable to stick to the tooth. It can prevent tools, materials, endodontic irigants or other solutions from
inhaling, swallowing or damaging the mouth. Some of them can damage the soft tissues of the mouth and be harmful when swallowed. The visibility of the operational object has been improved. It takes extra time to apply Since it effectively blocks the oral airways, the patient should be able to breathe
comfortably through the nose. For this reason, many people are afraid of rubber dams because they worry that they will not be able to breathe and/or swallow (although there is usually plenty of space on the sides so that patients can breathe through their mouths). Some patients find the dental dam
claustrophobic. Reducing communication between the patient and the dentist can increase the patient's anxiety and make them feel more vulnerable. While most practitioners agree that the rubber dam has a certain few private practices use the rubber dam as standard insulation procedure. Some dentists
even claim that unlimited and arbitrary widespread use is offensive to and dentist-like, in most cases, more efficient and convenient alternatives exist (such as high-speed suction, custom rebuttal devices, disposable cotton rolls, gauze bags and throat screens, rebuttal cord systems, etc.). However, at
least for some dental procedures (such as root canal therapy), a properly placed rubber dam can maximize the chances of success. Does your child need braces? If it shows any of the symptoms mentioned below, it's time for this visit to the orthodontist... Today dental implants are the most modern dental
replacement system and are now more common than ever before. This comprehensive guide deals with all the important aspects of dentistry implantation... Over the years, numerous studies have shown that the bacteria responsible for causing gum disease may also be able to cause certain types of
cancer. Read to find out more... The larger rubber dam refers to a sheet of material that is placed in order to isolate the teeth/tooth. Rubber dams are very useful in restorative dentistry and, especially, for endodontic treatment. The benefits of moisture insulation - When using materials like composite,
which is hydrophobic, moisture insulation is crucial. Improving vision - By isolating your teeth, it is easier to see the tooth you are working on and to conduct treatment prevents the movement of bacteria prevents bacteria from breaking up until the rest of the mouth prevents any bacteria access to cellulose
if the cellulose is accidentally exposed, so we hope to improve the prognosis of the protection of the tooth's respiratory tract to reduce pollution through saliva, Blood and other wreckage Reduce exposure to harmful substances Disadvantages reduces communication with the patient - with the frame and
rubber dam on, the patient is unable to communicate easily patient discomfort - patients often find it uncomfortable to wear rubber dams accommodation - accommodation can sometimes be difficult (however with practice often easier to place) With single tooth insulation , It can be difficult to match the
morphology and long axis surrounding the teeth As to place the rubber dam : Rubber Dam (usually LATEX FREE) Rubber Dam Frame Rubber Dam Blow Clamp - molar/premolar/front and winged/wingless Forceps Floss Wedjets lubricating scissors I'll go through placing a wingless clamp and then
highlight the differences with the winged clamp. This is a procedure that I use to place a rubber dam. Pull the rubber dam onto her frame, ensuring that it is relatively tight. The helpful advice is to stretch the corners first and secure them before other points. With the patient in his chair, roughly the place of
the rubber dam over where it should be And then click down on the teeth you want to isolate. This will create traces of saliva on the dam and give a good idea of where to punch the holes. Use a punch to punch holes in marked places. The holes should be at least 5mm apart and ensure the impact goes
all the way through (otherwise there is a high probability the dam will vomit). Use a thread between your teeth before placing a dam, so it will be easier to place it ligate clamp with thread - this will protect the patient in case the clamp breaks. Use tips to pick up the clip and keep it to one side (on your
hands reach) ready for placement. Use lubricant on the rubber dam around the holes - this is something I don't usually do now, but initially, it was quite helpful. Now it's time to put the dam in place. Do the patient wide open and ensure the rubber dam is pushed and seated around the most dist the teeth
you want to isolate. Keeping the dam in place, get the tong with the loaded clamp and fasten it around the tooth. The clamp should even have 4-point contact and should not capture the rubber dam (the dam should be below the clamp). The clip bridge should be distally placed. It is often easiest to place a
clip buccally and then bring it more linguistically/palatally. Now you can let go of the dam and it has to be pressed to the clamp carefully manipulate the dam through the contact points. This may include twisting the dam to push the edge through the first or using a thread to gently coax the dam through.
Once all the contacts are through, use a wedjet or wedge to secure the dam and a more front seat. Using flat plastic, EVERT dams so there are no open edges around the teeth - allowing proper insulation. Make sure the patient is comfortable with the placement of the dam. If necessary, use scissors to
cut the dam so they can breathe properly and use gauze on any corners of the frame that may irritate the patient. A demonstration of how the evert rubber dam below picture demonstrates the rubber dam placement. There is a molyar clamp placed on the most distial tooth, and it is tied by a thread, with
the bridge placed distally. The dam was passed through each contact point and secured front with wedjet. The rubber dam was also everted on the gyging margin of each tooth. Rubber dam placement When placing a winged clamp, the clamp is pushed through the dam hole before actually placing in the
mouth (a). The blades are then attached to the clamp, and this, along with the dam not attached, is placed directly on the most distal tooth to be isolated (b). Flat plastic should be used to release the wing clamp, so that as before the rubber dam lies under the clamp. Winged Dam Removal Clamp Remove
any wedges or wedjets that have been placed using tips to gently remove any clamp clamp Pull the rubber dam out of each contact and remove from the patients' faces. As I mentioned, there are many options that can exist. Sometimes it is not appropriate to place a clamp and so insulation should be
carried out using wedjets to hold a dam for endodont treatment, single-tooth insulation is best to carry out quadrant insulation best when performing restoration as you can see the tooth in relation to other teeth. Sometimes a rubber dam is not suitable for space at all! There are different ways of dedicating
a rubber dam. These are the ways that I have learned - I encourage you to explore alternative methods. Links and Recommended Reading Pickard's Guide to Minimally Invasive Surgical Dentistry Written by Dental Fear Central Web Team Last Update July 21, 2020What is a rubber dam? A rubber dam
or dental dam is a rectangular sheet of latex or latex material. Dentists use it specifically to treat root canals, but also for things like tooth-colored fillings. Dental tarther dams are usually scented so they don't smell rubber. This is what it looks like (bit on the right is just packing to make it look like you get
loads) :D hired dams come in a lot of different colors. Green and blue are popular options, although purple is prettier. Your dentist uses a hole puncher to make a hole in the leaf for the tooth to treat. The sheet can be marked with dots (with each point representing the tooth) that make it easy to punch a
hole in the right place. Your dentist then puts the sheet on a metal frame. A small clamp is placed around the tooth itself to prevent the rubber dam from slipping and then a sheet with a hole in it has slipped around the clamp (although this order may vary, depending on the tooth in question). Why do
dentists use rubber dams? This stops the bacteria in the saliva from splashing on the tooth. This is important for the successful treatment of root canals because the bacteria in the saliva can re-contaminate the tooth. You don't have to worry about your language getting in the way. You don't get water (or,
while processing the root canal, bleach) in your throat. It protects the throat from small pieces of dental debris. If you are prone to gagged, it helps to protect your gag reflex area from being triggered. It protects lips and cheeks by keeping them aside. He keeps the tooth dry. Many modern dental materials
need a dry, clean environment to communicate properly. It gives you peace of mind that the dentist can't accidentally drop the tiny files used to clean the tooth (during root canal treatment) into your mouth. This can create a distance between you and the cure: Think of it as which you hide under while your
tooth is not you are treated. - with our bulletin boards Can I breathe through my mouth and swallow with a rubber dam on? A Lot worried that they would not be able to breathe or swallow. The prospect of a dental dam can be quite scary if you have a mouth respite, have a deflected septum, a cold,
allergies, or if you feel claustrophobic when breathing through your nose only. With the usual dental dam structure where the sheet is placed on the frame, there is usually plenty of room on the sides. So you should be able to breathe through your mouth: the dam does not completely cover your mouth,
there is plenty of room on the sides for air. As for swallowing, I usually put in a small plastic suction tube below the dam that the patient can hold and move around to catch any saliva as it builds. I've had a rubber dam used on me loads of times, it's not as bad as you think, in fact I prefer it for fillings,
there's a lot less debris flying in your mouth and you don't have to worry about your tongue going into the cavity and stuff. - Gordon Laurie, BDS If you have trouble breathing through your nose, medications like Sudafed Spray or BreatheRight Spray can help - ask your doctor or pharmacist. Breathing with
a fast dam There is another type of dental dam (OptraDam, or fast dam). This type of dental dam has no metal frame, and is likely to create a seal around the lips. A quick dam design can be challenging when you can't breathe through your nose. Fortunately, there is a very simple solution: the dentist can
cut a hole in the rubber dam in an out-of-way place (from the OptraDam guide: In patients with nose shortness of breath or if desired, the hole can be cut into a latex bag in the palace area with scissors.). This way you get all the benefits of using a dam, while at the same time being able to breathe through
your mouth as needed. What the people on our forum have been saying about rubber damRack me as someone who thinks the dams are great. I can swallow behind it, never had a breathing problem, and love the fact that nothing gets into the back of my mouth/throat - no water or toothy bits or filling
things. I like not to worry about if my tongue gets in the way. I didn't find it suffocating at all, it's a bit uncomfortable for the dentist, it has to slide between the teeth on both sides, a bit like sliding threads between the teeth, but it has to keep there while p/s done. If you have a good dentist like mine she/he
will talk to you and distract you while it's done, but once it doesn't feel stuffy at all, it's just like putting a sheet of dust down before decorating, it's only there to collect the trash, and protect the other teeth. Sometimes I suffer from anxiety and breathing, but it honestly didn't limit my breathing at all. It wasn't
claustrophobic at all. The rubber dam is very useful for my root I have a problem where I gag very easily easily if my mouth gets dry/they keep suction there too long. The dam pretty much isolated the problem of the teeth where they could do whatever they wanted with them, and the rest of my mouth was
left alone. It was very nice and I kind of forgot it was there. For me, it narrowed. What they do is punch a hole in the rubber sheet and basically press that tooth through the rubber. They then take some kind of frame thing that stretches out of the rubber so that it doesn't flop around near the nose and
mouth, which would be dangerous. I'm sure when you look at someone from a rubber dam, it looks like it's interfering with something, but it's not really at all. :)I used a rubber dam (think that's what it's called) - it really helped me relax as it made it much easier to swallow and just separate myself from
what was going on. A dentist can put a dental dam on the tooth like I did. It's kind of like a latex glove with a little frame around it. There's nothing to be afraid of. It may look scary, but it really isn't after it's put on your tooth. The last few months I've had 3 root canals done, I haven't had a problem at all
breathing through the rubber dam. Here's practical advice, you mentioned the fear of suffocation. There is a very useful dental device called a rubber dam. It insulates the treated tooth from the rest of the mouth, so neither the water nor the tools touch you. In addition, it gives a sense of distance between
yourself and treatment. What can I do if I'm worried about not being able to breathe or swallow, or about being gagged? Tell your dentist about your problems. They can then make sure that the dental dam is set up so that you can breathe comfortably. Use a little suction tube which you can keep yourself
sucking any saliva as it builds. You won't feel as if you're constantly having to swallow because you're drowning in saliva. You can also practice breathing and swallowing with the dam at first, before any actual treatment. This practice can be done without the use of a small clamp, so you don't need local
anesthesia in the first place. You can practice using a suction tube during this rehearsal. It can also help if you use a portable mirror during rehearsal (to see what's going on) while taking some deep breaths. What if I feel claustrophobic when using a dental dam? You can try practicing with it (see above)
or look at sedation options. If you have a claustrophobic dental dam, you may also find it difficult Nitrous oxide mask for laughing gas (although some people don't like just one and not the other). Oral seeding and especially IV seeding can help. Next ReadingDental Dam - Why, Why? – – The 4-page
thread on our forum discussed all and coming out of what the rubber dam really likes, with tips from our resident dentist Mike Gow.Dental Dam for Seals - general practice? Practice?
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